COLOR

6 CASE STUDIES

DIFFICULTY: MEDIUM
COLOR CORRECTION: CASE STUDY 1

Client has chunky, foiled highlights and has been over-highlighted. She wants to switch to a very natural-looking ombré with her roots matching her natural hair color.

Natural Level: 4
Percentage of White: 0%
Previously Colored Hair Level: 6, 7, 8, and some 9. Ends are 4.
Previously Colored Hair Tone: Gold & Neutral
Target Shade: 4N at root, down to 8N or 9N on ends. Doesn’t want to see warmth.
Porosity/Sensitivity of Hair: Mostly S4, with some S5 around face
Texture of Hair: Coarse

Pre-Work to be Completed:

Formula(s) for New Growth:  
Processing Time:

Formula(s) for Mid-Lengths:  
Processing Time:

Formula(s) for Ends:  
Processing Time:

Method of Application:  
(ie starting point, ending point, speed of application, etc)

Number of Color Visits to Complete Target:

Special Considerations:

Backbar Treatments During Service:

Follow-Up Care:

For more color helps, visit colorgeekchic.com
COLOR CORRECTION: CASE STUDY 2

Client has been coloring her hair dark for several years and wearing extensions. She is going to have the extensions removed. She wants to be lighter, closer to her natural color, but still have some dimension.

Natural Level: 7
Percentage of White: 0%
Previously Colored Hair Level: 1 & 3
Previously Colored Hair Tone: Neutral
Target Shade: As light as she can go, closer to her natural
Porosity/Sensitivity of Hair: S3-S4
Texture of Hair: Medium

Pre-Work to be Completed:

Formula(s) for New Growth:
Processing Time:

Formula(s) for Mid-Lengths:
Processing Time:

Formula(s) for Ends:
Processing Time:

Method of Application:
(ie starting point, ending point, speed of application, etc)

Number of Color Visits to Complete Target:

Special Considerations:

Backbar Treatments During Service:

Follow-Up Care:
COLOR CORRECTION: CASE STUDY 3

Client used henna to color her hair all-over. The application was uneven, so she later tried to strip it out on her own. It turned green. Wants to go back to a normal color, as close to her natural as possible.

Natural Level: 6
Percentage of White: 0%
Previously Colored Hair Level: 6, 8
Previously Colored Hair Tone: Green
Target Shade: 6N or as close to natural as possible
Porosity/Sensitivity of Hair: S3
Texture of Hair: Medium

Pre-Work to be Completed:

Formula(s) for New Growth:
Processing Time:

Formula(s) for Mid-Lengths:
Processing Time:

Formula(s) for Ends:
Processing Time:

Method of Application:
(ie starting point, ending point, speed of application, etc)

Number of Color Visits to Complete Target:

Special Considerations:

Backbar Treatments During Service:

Follow-Up Care:

For more color helps, visit colorgeekchic.com
COLOR CORRECTION: CASE STUDY 4

Client likes to change her color often. Wants to go red.

Natural Level: 8
Percentage of White: 50%
Previously Colored Hair Level: 10
Previously Colored Hair Tone: Neutral
Target Shade: Vibrant Red
Porosity/Sensitivity of Hair: S3 & S4
Texture of Hair: Fine

Pre-Work to be Completed:

Formula(s) for New Growth:
Processing Time:

Formula(s) for Mid-Lengths:
Processing Time:

Formula(s) for Ends:
Processing Time:

Method of Application:
(ie starting point, ending point, speed of application, etc)

Number of Color Visits to Complete Target:

Special Considerations:

Backbar Treatments During Service:

Follow-Up Care:
COLOR CORRECTION: CASE STUDY 5

Client was self-coloring with black box color. This is what her hair looked like after stripping out the black. She wants to go back closer to her natural.

Natural Level: 6
Percentage of White: 0%
Previously Colored Hair Level: 8 & 9
Previously Colored Hair Tone: Gold after stripping
Target Shade: Natural
Porosity/Sensitivity of Hair: S3 & S4
Texture of Hair: Medium

Pre-Work to be Completed:

Formula(s) for New Growth:
Processing Time:

Formula(s) for Mid-Lengths:
Processing Time:

Formula(s) for Ends:
Processing Time:

Method of Application:
(ie starting point, ending point, speed of application, etc)

Number of Color Visits to Complete Target:

Special Considerations:

Backbar Treatments During Service:

Follow-Up Care:
COLOR CORRECTION: CASE STUDY 6

Client got bad highlights. Wants something more natural looking, but with dimension still.

Natural Level: 5
Percentage of White: 0%
Previously Colored Hair Level: 9
Previously Colored Hair Tone: Gold and Neutral
Target Shade: Natural looking color
Porosity/Sensitivity of Hair: S3
Texture of Hair: Medium

Pre-Work to be Completed:

Formula(s) for New Growth:
Processing Time:

Formula(s) for Mid-Lengths:
Processing Time:

Formula(s) for Ends:
Processing Time:

Method of Application:
(ie starting point, ending point, speed of application, etc)

Number of Color Visits to Complete Target:

Special Considerations:

Backbar Treatments During Service:

Follow-Up Care: